Two geometric characteristics, namely cyclic dimensions and kernel multiplicities, are introduced for a square matrix. The connection between these characteristics and Gohberg Kaashoek numbers is studied. On this basis two simple geometric proofs are given for the theorem about the change of the Jordan structure of a given matrix under small perturbation. 
are referred to as Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers. They were introduced in GK , where the problem of complete description for the Jordan structure of a matrix, which is a small perturbation of a given matrix A 0 was posed. Moreover, such a description was conjectured in GK , and afterwards it was independently proved in MP and DBT . Before formulating their result, let us introduce the necessary notations. Let a = fa i g n 1 , b = fb i g n 1 betwo v ectors with nonnegative integer entries, such that a i a i+1 and b i b i+1 i = 1; :::; n , 1. We shall write a b if Note that in case where matrices A 0 and A are selfadjoint with respect to inde nite inner product, there are additional to 0.1 restrictions for the Jordan structure of a perturbation A, see, e.g. O1 , where the role played by the so-called sign characteristic is revealed.
Here we may also remark that the proof of the assertion ii of Theorem 0.1 makes no di culties, and that it is essentially reduced to Examples 1 and 2, given in Appendix see, e.g. MP , DBT .
Both proofs in MP and DBT of the assertion i were purely algebraic. In the present paper two new simple proofs, which reveal the geometric aspects of the relations 0.1, are given. These proofs are obtained as a byproduct of the study of new matrix characteristics, namely of cyclic dimensions and kernel multiplicities that are introduced in the present paper.
The d-th cyclic dimension of a matrix A 2 C nn is de ned as the maximal dimension over all A-invariant subspaces, generated by d vectors. The behavior of cyclic dimensions under small perturbations of a matrix, and their relation to Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers is studied in Section 1.
The d-th kernel multiplicity o f A 2 C n n is de ned in Section 3 as the maximal dimension of the kernel of fA o v er all polynomials f, whose degrees do not exceed d. The behavior of kernel multiplicities under small perturbations of a matrix, and their relation to GohbergKaashoek numbers is studied in Section 3.
It is our pleasure to thank A.Markus for fruitful discussions, and C.Davis for suggestions that improved the exposition of the paper. 
CYCLIC DIMENSIONS
n,1 X j=0 ijk A j f i k = 1 ; :::; r d A 0 remain linearly independent. This implies the inequalities in 1.1. The last equality in 1.1 is obvious.
In the next theorem we establish a connection between the geometric characteristics r d A and the Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers m d A. Clearly, the assertion i of Theorem 0.1. immediately follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Moreover, relations 1.1 provide a geometric interpretation of algebraic inequalities 0.1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on three nice properties of cyclic dimensions and of the Jordan structure of a matrix. These properties will be proven in the next three Lemmas 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. Then with this background we shall return to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
The rst Lemma 1.3 claims that cyclic dimensions have the property of additivity with respect to the spectrum of a matrix. Here and henceforth by Aj M is denoted the restriction of the matrix A 2 C nn to A-invariant subspace M C n .
L EMMA 1.3 Let A 2 C nn and M; N C n be two A-invariant subspaces, such that The next lemma asserts that when one passes from an arbitrary matrix A 2 C nn to its restriction Aj M to an A-invariant subspace M 2 C nn , the sizes of the corresponding Jordan blocks may only decrease. The proof for this statement can be found in GLR, Theorem 4.1.4 , but we shall give here another short proof. LEMMA 1.4 Let A 2 C nn and M C n be an A-invariant subspace. 
DUAL TO GOHBERG-KAASHOEK NUMBERS
Let fm i g n 1 beavector with nonnegative i n teger entries, satisfying m i m i+1 i = 1 ; 2 ; ::: :::; n , 1. The vector k = fk i g n 1 is referred to as dual to fm i g n 1 if it satis es k i = max . Counting in this matrix the the column sums, one obtains that the dual vector is given by fk i g 5 1 = h 3 2 2 1 0 i T . The following lemma is combined from the statements 7.B.2 and 7.B.5 in MO .
LEMMA 2.1 Let fk i g n 1 and fk 0 i g n 1 be the vectors, dual to fm i g n 1 and fm 0 i g n 1 , respectively.
Then the following assertions are equivalent :
i fm i g n 1 f m 0 i g n 1 ;
ii fk 0 i g n 1 f k i g n 1 . Let A 2 C nn be given and A = f 1 ; :::; l g. Denote by fk i A; j g n i=1 the vectors, dual to the vectorsfm i A; j g n i=1 j = 1; :::; l, respectively. Let fk i Ag n i=1 bethe vector, dual to the vector fm i Ag n i=1 , whose entries are the Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers of A.
In accordance with Lemma 2.1, Theorem 0.1 is equivalent to the following theorem. THEOREM 2.2 Given A 0 2 C nn , there exists " 0 , such that any matrix A 2 C nn with kA , A 0 k " satis es fk i Ag n 1 f k i A 0 g n 1 :
2.1
The direct simple proof of Theorem 2.2 will be given in the next section. 3.2 Without any loss of generality w e m a y assume that the sum of the modulii of the coe cients of each polynomial f j equals to 1, and then the sequence ff j g contains a subsequence ff jt g converging to some polynomial f 2 C d . Since f j A j ! fA 0 , we have dim Kerf j A j dim KerfA 0 . From here and 3.2 it follows that p d A 0 dim KerfA 0 , which is impossible. This proves the theorem.
KERNEL MULTIPLICITIES
The connection between the geometric characteristics p d A and the dual to GohbergKaashoek numbers is given in the next theorem. THEOREM 3.2 Given A 2 C nn , then for d = 1 ; 2 ; :::; n the following equalities hold :
Clearly, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 immediately imply Theorem 2.2. Moreover, the relations 3.1 provide a geometric interpretation of algebraic inequalities 2.1.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on the following lemma, which w as stated in O2 . We provide it here with a short proof. LEMMA 3.3 Let fk j i g n i=1 j = 1; 2; :::; l be l vectors, which are dual to fm j i g n i=1 j = 1; 2; :::; l, respectively. Let fk i g n 1 be the vector, which is dual to the vector fm i g n 1 , where m i = Indeed, let fe i g n 1 stands for the standard orthonormal basis in C n , so that fe 1 ; :::; e k g and fe k+1 ; :::; e n g form two Jordan chains of the matrix A 0 . It is easy to see that f"e 1 ; ::: ; "e 2k,n+1 , "e 2k,n+2 + e k+1 ; :::; "e k + e n,1 ; e n g and fe k+1 ; :::; e n,1 g form two Jordan chains for the perturbed matrix A, and 4.1 follows. This is an example of a perturbation, where the eigenvalues of a matrix remain unchanged, with the larger of Gohberg-Kaashoek numbers increasing at the expense of the smaller. Let matrix A 0 2 C nn be given. Following MP , DBT we m a y remark that applying a sequence of elementary perturbations, described in the above two examples, one can easily construct the small perturbation of A 0 with any Jordan structure, obeying 0.1. This proves the assertion ii of Theorem 0.1.
